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Overview 
1.  Excitations, nanotubes in general

•  From sheets to tubes: e.g. carbon

2. First principles methods

3. GaN nanotubes
•  Structure and optical properties

4. GW+BSE calculations
•  Scaling?  Reasons?
•  Bottlenecks and some solutions



Optical excitations: single-particle view 
Single-particle view
•  Photon absorbed
•  one e- kicked into an empty state

Really a 2-particle problem
•  e-  in conduction state c
•  h+ in    valence   state v

Energy & quantum state
ħω = Ec - Ev

Major physical problem:
•  e- & h+ are charged & interact
•  their motion must be correlated
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Optical excitations: excitons 
Exciton: correlated e--h+ pair excitation

Low-energy (bound) excitons: hydrogenic picture

Material r (Å)
InP 220
Si 64

SiO2 4

Marder, Condensed Matter Physics (2000)
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Nanotubes:  
cylinders rolled from 2D sheets 

(n,m)

E.g. Carbon nanotubes



SemiconductingMetallic

after Hamada, Sawada & Oshiyama, Phys. Rev. Lett. (1992)

One-electron band-folding picture
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Density Functional Theory 
For a interacting electronic system, can get

•  exact ground-state energy E0 
•  exact ground-state electron density n(r) 

by solving self-consistent effective single-particle problem

Hohenberg & Kohn, Phys. Rev.  (1964); Kohn and Sham, Phys. Rev. (1965).

Typical: Local Density Approximation (LDA)



One particle Green’s function 
(r’,0)

(r,t)

Dyson Equation:

DFT:

Hedin, Phys. Rev. (1965); Hybertsen & Louie, Phys. Rev. B (1986).



Two particle Green’s function 

(r’’’,0) (r,t)

(r’,t)(r’’,0)

Exciton amplitude:

Bethe-Salpeter Equation:
      (BSE)
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attractive
(screened direct)

repulsive
(exchange)

Rohlfing & Louie; Albrecht et al.; Benedict et al.: PRL (1998)



Green’s functions successes 
Material LDA GW* Expt. 
Diamond 3.9 5.6 5.48

Si 0.5 1.3 1.17
LiCl 6.0 9.1 9.4

Quasiparticle gaps (eV)

* Hybertsen & Louie, Phys. Rev. B (1986)

SiO2



GaN: motivation 
Problems with carbon nanotubes for electronics
•  For fixed diameter : 1/3 metal, 2/3 semiconductor 

(chirality matters)
•  Chirality is hard to control in growth
•  Hard to separate nanotubes by chirality
GaN
•  Blue & white LEDs, laser diodes
•  High-power/high-T transistors
•  Short-wavelength detectors

GaN nanostructures should be semiconducting
•  Tune band gaps & optical properties
•  One-dimensional heterojunctions
•  Chemical sensors
•  Single-walled GaN nanotubes?



Identify “parent” material for GaN nanotubes

Large search: hexagonal sheets, square sheets, layered
 sheets, various     stackings, etc.

Lowest energy:         flat isolated hexagonal sheet 
   2 atoms / unit cell

GaN 2D sheets 

Sheet bonds:      1.83 Å
Wurtzite bonds: 1.95 Å

Energy > bulk wurtzite GaN
ΔE = 0.39 eV/atom

BN  :  ΔE = 0.06 eV/atom
AlN :  ΔE = 0.68 eV/atom Previous GaN work (all DFT): 

Lee et al., PRB  (1999);  Hao et al., PRB (2004); 
Durgun, Tongay & Ciraci, PRB  (2005);  Zhang et al., Chem. Phys. Lett. (2005) 



Indirect  gap: KΓ, 5.0 eV

Direct gap   : ΓΓ, 5.6 eV

GaN 2D sheets: band structure 
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Strong excitonic effects
•  Shift of oscillator strength to lower energy
•  Large binding energy: 1.3 eV for lowest exciton
Lowest exciton at 4.3 eV optically bright

GaN 2D sheets: optical properties 



GaN NT: (n,0) & (n,n) structures 

(5,0)

(3,3)



Tube Folding 
axis

Tube VBM Tube CBM Min. direct 
transition

(n,0) Γ-K ≈ K Γ kz=0  (≈KΓ) 

(n,n) Γ-M ≈ M Γ kz=0  (≈MΓ) 

Can use same (n,m) nomenclature as carbon

GaN NT: band folding 
K

M
Γ

kz

(5,0)
•  Sheet has indirect gap
•  Lowest optical transition between 

sheet states of unequal crystal momenta

∴ Lowest transitions in GaN NT should 
be optically dark



GaN (3,3) NT: exciton 

(25% of max)

Ebind = 2.4 eV (!)
Not Frenkel-like exciton
Similar to semi-cond. 

C nanotubes*

*Spataru, Ismail-Beigi, Benedict & Louie, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2004)
Spataru, Ismail-Beigi, Capaz & Louie, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2005)

Capaz, Spataru, Ismail-Beigi & Louie, Phys. Rev. B (2005)



Strongly-bound excitons : why?

Why such strong electron-hole binding?

Phase space:
 small r

 emphasized in
 1D

Screening:
weaker in 1D

(smaller ϵ)

(3,3) GaN nanotube
 Ebind = 2.4 eV



Minimum [dark] (eV) First bright (eV)

Tube Diam. ΔEband Ωexciton Δbind ΔEband Ωexciton Δbind

(4,0) 4.4 Å 4.8 3.3 1.5 5.0 3.5 1.5
(5,0) 5.3 Å 4.8  3.4 1.4 5.3 3.9 1.4
(∞,0) ∞ 5.0  -- -- 5.6 4.3 1.4

(3,3) 5.4 Å 4.9 2.5 2.4 5.4  3.2 2.2
(4,4) 7.1 Å 5.1 3.0 2.1 5.4 3.5 1.9
(∞,∞) ∞ 5.4 -- -- 5.6 4.3 1.4

GaN NT: full results 

•  Dark excitons, large binding energies
•  ΔEband & Ωexciton go ↑ as diameter ↑  !?! 



Unusual band gap behavior 

* Lee, Lee, Hwang, Elsner, Porezag & Frauenheim, Phys. Rev. B (1999)

Seen in previous DFT calculations* (interband level)

Analysis shows it stems
from behavior of 
band edge energies

Cond. 
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Band gap behavior: explanation 
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Cond. band:  anti-bonding +(Ga s) , -(N s) 
                      mainly Ga s , all in phase

Chemistry:  Ga atomic states are 
  spatially extended

Nano-scale curvature
     shrinks Ga-Ga distance
     enhances GaGa interaction
     GaGa interaction < 0 (more neg.)

∴ Curvature lowers cond. band energy 

A way to reduce energy gaps 
 with decreasing size!



GaN NT: conclusions 
All GaN NT semiconducting :
    large band gaps (~ 4-5 eV)
    large exciton energies (~ 3-4 eV)

Indirect gap in 2D sheets  dark excitons
•  Excitons created in brigh t states
•  Thermalize into dark ones
•  ∴ Long lifetimes , very weak radiative decay
•  ∴ Terrible for luminescence
•  ∴ Great for exciton “storage” , may be useful 

for solar energy applications

Chemistry + curvature :  energies decrease with 
    decreasing size

•  Opposite usual quantum confinement trend
•  General for cations with large atomic orbitals



Periodic boundary conditions are great for crystalline
 systems.  

For isolated or confined systems (molecules, sheets,
 nanotubes) we have undesired long-range Coulomb image
 interactions.

•  Neutral ground or excited states: dipole-dipole
•  Quasiparticle excitations, monopole-monople

 Can be a serious problem

Direct solution: truncate unwanted interactions

Converges calculations with modest unit cells

Coulomb truncation 

L

d

:

Onida, Reining, Godby, Del Sole & Andreoni, PRL (1995).
Spataru, Ismail-Beigi, Benedict & Louie, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2004)
Rozzi, Varsano, Marini, Gross & Rubio, Phys. Rev. B (2006).
S. Ismail-Beigi, Phys. Rev. B (2006).



Nproc Time (hrs) Procs*hrs Official 
Scaling 

DFT SCF 16 2.7 43 N3 

Find bands 27 97 2618 N3 
RPA Pol. 30 92 2754 N4 

GW Sigma 30 39 1172 N4 

BSE Kint 10 4.4 44 N4 

BSE diag 8 0.5 4.3 N6 

(5,0) computational times 
Run on a generic linux cluster:  

 2 Xeon 2.6GHz/node + 2GB RAM/node + gigabit ethernet 



(5,0) params for convergence 
20 atoms/cell, 40 valence bands, Ecut = 35 Ryd

BSE calculations:
•  converge by adding more 

transitions v  c
•  need ~10-15 eV of transitions to  

converge low-energy spectrum
•  12 v +12 c bands + 60 kpoints give 

 5760x5760 matrix… OK

GW calculations:
•  Need 10 Ryd (136 eV) of states above EF
•  3000 bands in this case !?

v
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GW: some math details 
1. Calculate RPA polarizability P

2. Calculate screened interaction W

3. Calculate self-energy correction ∑ for each state n



GW: matrix elements 
How do matrix elements                        converge with l ?

∴  Need εl  ≳ Eq to converge

Why?

High energy |l> are ≈ free-e- 
with εl  ≈ ħ2ql

2/2m 

So must sample |ql|~|q|
to catch dominant parts  
of |vbm>

Simple sum rule



GaN bulk convergence 
The previous shows that to get reliable convergence we

 must set E = Eq
max = Eband

max

E (Ryd) Gap VBM CBM 

5 2.96 11.38 14.35 

10 3.27 10.76 14.03 

15 3.37 10.47 13.84 

20 3.42 10.32 13.73 

25 3.44 10.24 13.68 

Slow convergence is a property of bulk GaN 
Dominated by VBM slow convergence 
✔ VBM are dominantly N 2p, are very localized, 

 so need high resolution to describe 



Static + dynamic splitting 
Hard part of ∑ is the Coulomb hole part (COH)

COH =

Physically, dominant plasma energies >>interband energies

Bechstedt, Del Sole, Cappellini & Reining, Sol. State. Comm. (1992)

COH ≈ COHstat=  

Can then do the sum over bands

In practice, use COH = COHstat  + COHdyn  



Static+dynamic improvement 
E (Ryd) Gap VBM CBM 

5 3.26 10.56 13.83 

10 3.54 10.32 13.85 

15 3.60 10.17 13.76 

20 3.59 10.11 13.69 

25 3.58 10.07 13.65 

Major improvement: instead of 20 Ryd, only 
E=10 Ryd is needed for 0.1 eV convergence of gap

…  but 10 Ryd is still many bands to calculate!   



Efficiently finding many bands 
Standard algorithm in most codes:  to find N lowest states 
of a given H , minimize

over orthonormal |i>

Iterative refinement using, e.g., conjugate gradients

Convergence rate determined by condition #

About minimum

If eigenvalues of quadratic Hessian are λi

condition #



Poor conditioning 
Consider mixing into state N some of N+1

Plugging in, get

is tiny:  ~ 1/DOS  !!

On the other hand, 
is large

∴  Very poor condition #



Better conditioning 
Add a buffer zone to increase λmin 

and at each iterative step,  
diagonalize H in the current basis of states

Same rotation analysis gives

so

while λmax is unchanged
∴  Improved condition #



Size of improvement 

Adding the buffer is more overhead and more work: 
more bands will have to be found!

But condition number improves dramatically

Typically for ~ 3000 bands

Original algorithm requires ~500-1000 iterations

New algorithm requires ~10-20 iterations with 5% 
 extra bands



Concluding review 

•  Brief overview of GW+BSE

•  Applied to GaN nanotubes

•  Described algorithmic issues and improvements

•  Funding: DOE CMSN network for travel,  
 NSF MRSEC





GaN bulk conv data 
Original 
E         VBM      CBM     gap   
 5.0    11.38     14.35     2.96  
 10.0   10.76    14.03     3.27 
 15.0   10.47    13.84     3.37 
 20.0   10.32    13.73     3.42 
 25.0   10.24    13.68     3.44 

Stat+dyn   
  5.0   10.56     13.83     3.26 
 10.0   10.32    13.85     3.54 
 15.0   10.17    13.76     3.60 
 20.0   10.11    13.69     3.59 
 25.0   10.07    13.65     3.58 


